
 
 
 
The Honourable Greg Selinger 
Premier of Manitoba 
204 Legislative Building 
450 Broadway 
Winnipeg, MB   R3C 0V8 
 
Dear Premier Selinger: 
 
 As the Manitoba Provincial government focuses a major effort on repairing the 
water quality in Lake Winnipeg, it should learn about and respond to a large residential 
redevelopment proposed on the banks of the Winnipeg River just across the border in 
Ontario.  Under an administrative misstep by the Ontario Ministry of the Environment, 
that proposed redevelopment perpetuates sewage treatment problems that will put 
unsafe and unhealthy levels of contaminants, including prominently phosphorous, 
directly into the Winnipeg River and then into Lake Winnipeg. 
 
 The redevelopment would occur on the site of the former Minaki Lodge, just 35 
kilometers east of the Provincial border and 250 kilometers upstream from the River’s 
mouth in Lake Winnipeg.  Manitoba developers Bob Banman and Bob Schinkel have 
applied to the Ontario Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing for approval for 161 
seasonal residential condominium units on the site.  They plan to have sewage and 
wastewater treatment from all those units handled by the 25-year old private sewage 
treatment plant that formerly served the Lodge use. 
 
 The Minaki Cottagers Association (the “MCA”), with over 300 paid members, 
and a group of over 40 year-round residents from the small town of Minaki have 
submitted to Municipal Affairs separate written responses to the developers’ 
application.   While both groups of property owners support a redevelopment of the 
Lodge site, and are not opposed to the seasonal residential use proposed by the 
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developers, both groups are urging Municipal Affairs to cut the proposed density of 
units on the site significantly, to avoid a number of adverse consequences including 
most importantly unsafe and unhealthy sewage treatment. 
 
 The problem is that in the summer of 2012, with no public notice, the developers 
managed to have the Ontario Ministry of the Environment (“MOE”) transfer the 
operating permit for the former Minaki Lodge plant to the developers for their entirely 
different use.  The MCA asserts that that transfer occurred with an administrative failure 
to appreciate the circumstances of the transfer request and an inadequate engineering 
review at MOE.   These are the consequences:  
 

• all of the levels specified in the permit for contaminants are targets 
only – there are no consequences if any contaminant level is breached.  The R. J. 
Burnside engineering firm, engaged by the MCA to help it deal with the technical 
sewage issues, reports that it has not seen in the past decade another sewage 
treatment permit in Ontario without enforceable limits. 

 
• the target level for phosphorous is the Provincial standard of 1 milligram 
per litre, but there is no phosphorous treatment equipment or process in the plant 
now, and none is required under the permit.  Records of past operation of the 
plant obtained by the MCA under a Freedom of Information Act filing with the 
MOE show that the effluence will contain phosphorous at levels from 4 to 10 
times higher than the Provincial standard. 

  
• the number of units in the proposed redevelopment will produce sewage 
and wastewater flows that will overrun the plant’s capacity, impairing wastewater 
treatment and ultimately causing the plant to shunt raw sewage directly into 
the Winnipeg River.  That overflow consequence is reported by the Burnside 
firm, and by the Accutech Engineering firm in Winnipeg that has also been 
engaged by the MCA. 
 

 The MCA has been attempting in correspondence with the MOE to have these 
amended permit issues corrected.  The MOE’s response, boiled down, is that the flows 
from the redevelopment through the plant, whatever their composition, are simply too 
small to worry about in the Winnipeg River. 
 
 That approach by the Ontario MOE cannot be allowed to stand.  Today, with 
algae blooms already plaguing the Winnipeg River in Minaki, and with the Manitoba 
government’s goal of cutting phosphorous levels in Lake Winnipeg in half, any level of 
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new contamination, especially of phosphorous, is too much.  The developers opened the 
door to an up-to-date regulation of effluence from their redevelopment by asking for the 
right to use the existing plant.  There is absolutely no reason, regardless of the 
amount of flow, for the MOE not to hold developers to the current standards 
elsewhere in the Province.  Failure to do so sends a terrible message, and sets a 
terrible precedent, for water quality concerns everywhere. 
 
 The MCA speaks for a large proportion of cottage owners in the Minaki area, the 
majority of whom are Manitoba residents.  The MCA respectfully asks the Manitoba 
Premier’s office to join in this issue in Minaki, and to urge the Ontario MOE and 
Municipal Affairs to make things right.  The Winnipeg River, and Lake Winnipeg, 
deserve it. 
 
       Sincerely yours, 
 
       Minaki Cottager’s Association 
        
 
 
       By _____________________________ 
             David Hewlett, President 
             204 453 4454 
             d.hewlett@uwinnipeg.ca 
 
 


